
屴踃脂ु帯ॆऒ উॸ२ঢ1壡屴е3廨~ж ϼ1,300~(ϼ1,430~)
Appetizer Sampler Small (From 3 starters per person)

屴踃脂帯ऒ ॥ঞনॼ1壡屴е8廨ж ϼ3,500~(ϼ3,850~)
Assorted appetizer - grande for one person (eight items)

ॶ࣮९थ脂ु帯ॆऒе2葕~ж ϼ1,000~(ϼ1,100~)
Assorted Cheese(From two kinds)

অ०ॸॽе1ফ~ж ϼ100~(ϼ110~)
Bucket (From one piece)

谑旝錤鯵踃थউ।ঠ८ ϼ600(ϼ660)
Homemade vegetable pickles

य़ট࣮ঋथ脂ु帯ॆऒ ϼ600(ϼ660)
Assorted Olives

ख़ॴটॗআঠও罊罆ক ϼ500(ϼ550)
Italian Parma Ham

愤罊ॽটॸআथ箕駣श ϼ1,100(ϼ1,210)
Homegrown Pork Tripe

隁थ।ডউ࣮ঁе谑旝錤ॲ࣮॰࣮७ж ϼ1,100(ϼ1,210)
Crepinette (Home-made Pork Sausage)

煓瀌थ谑旝錤簢錤 ϼ1,200 (ϼ1,320)
Today's homemade smoked meat

崾瞞驺罊ढ़ॳ६ॠथগঠॴॼॸঞ ϼ800 (ϼ880)
Mortadella of Yezo deer from Hokkaido



痵瀌氷罗栩扛िु晱आ濗ꗕडँꖁॉ妦चझࣻवऐϒ
钚ऎआद८ॴॸঊवञе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж

愤罊罆煓ও॥ঢद痵驘煏焃瀌ढ完趞ऎझࣻवऐϒ
ео棍ह寴蝷ऎझࣻडࣻ罆थ।ঢও॥ঢञऐж

Enjoy fresh fish directly delivered from Narita market every day. 
For more details, please ask the staff. 

(See blackboard for information)The authentic homegrown 
bluefin tuna (Hon-Maguro) arrives every Thursday. 

(Never frozen, fresh true-bluefins only)

煓瀌थ瘾वइृ४ঞॵе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж ϼ1,300~(ϼ1,430~)
Salad Capricious (See blackboard for today's special) 

ख़ॴটॗআঠও罊罆কथ४ঞॵ অঠ४ঔ२ꋏ庚 ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Parma Ham Salad with Balsamic Vinaigrette

愤罊罆煓ও॥ঢथॠঠআॸॶজ ϼ2,400~(ϼ2,640~)
Carpaccio (Hon-Maguro)

煓瀌थॠঠআॸॶজ ϼ1,200~(ϼ1,320~)
е꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж
Salad Capricious (See blackboard for ���� ˅�Gspecial)



ॴটॗॻॸড Tagliatelle еख़ॴটॗ崾鬏ж Tagliatelle ˀ [taݠݠaޖtܭlle] Northern Italy

蝗龞ࣻটন糝ञ巁ऌ1ঔটখ࣮ॽঠϑ桬द8mmϒ
ख़ॴটॗथ塔嵾鬏ढँࣻझदऊथॴख़ঌथ꣡ॉঊड़ॸॽग़ॶ࣮ংट庣भϒ

戡煓肫ढ驼ࣻदडࣻःϑঊड़ॸॽग़ॶ࣮ংट痻रझॴটॗॻॸডद贌梙辫आϑ桬ह純ࣻϒ
ॴটॗॻॸডिु昸ऎ蝗ࣻ꣡ॉॴটढ़ট࣮ঀ

Tagliatelle are long, flat ribbonlike pasta noodle. Individual pieces of tagliatelle are typically 
about 1 millimeter thick (less than 1/10") and 8 millimeters (1/3") wide. Tagliatelle is called 

ˈFettuccine" in south and central Italy. They are basically the same, 
but ˈm���������IG��G������� G�������G���G�����UGTagliarini is a little thinner than Tagliatelle.

আॸআঠॼॸড Pappardelle еॽ८ॠ࣮ॿ栅ж Pappardelle ˀ [papparޖdܭlle] Toscana, Italy

桬梪ࣻটন糝ॉऎझࣻूϒ桬द1cmंी3cmϑ巁ऌद2mmϑ龞ऌद20cmंी30cmलठथ
টন糝थঢন॥আ८ॴञࣹूϒख़ॴটॗ铅थআॸআ࣮ডटऌृूϒ

欶庚दϧ隑樒ढꌆरूϨϧꌆࣻऎॊ慱Ϩ
Pappardelle are large, very broad, flat ribbonlike pasta noodle. 

The �����G� ���G���GXG��GZG�����������GOZ˖[ˀ1") wide, 2 millimeters (less than 1/10") thick, 
and 20 to 30 centimeters long (8-12"). The name derives from the verb "pappare", to gobble up.

煓瀌थ谑旝錤汲決घআ८ॴе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж ϼ1,500~(ϼ1,650~)
Today's Special Home-Made Pasta (See blackboard for today's special)  

煓瀌थআ८ॴе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж
Today's Specials (See blackboard)

ॗ४টखचमुন३ডঢॸॲ ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Spaghetti alle Vongole in Rosso (with tomatoes and fresh basil)

ॗ४টखचमुন३ডঈॗন२ ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Spaghetti alle Vongole in Bianco (with oil & garlic)

এনং ॗঞঈॗ࣮ॴ ϼ1,200(ϼ1,320)
Penne all'Arrabbiata

谑旝錤ঐॴॻथ迒錤टऄथऊथ८আ१ॸॻक़ ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Spaghetti with Home-made Smoked Scallops and Mushrooms

३ঠ३নॳ࣮ঞथএনং ϼ1,500(ϼ1,650)
Penne alla Gorgonzola

८গ࣮।४࣮গনथ।ট࣮ক८আ१ॸॻक़ ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Smoked Salmon Spaghetti with Cream Sauce

5,6



ॽওॽटঅ७ঠथওঠ१ট࣮ॴ ϼ1,100(ϼ1,210)
Pizza with Fresh Tomatoes and Basil

煓瀌थ瘾वइृউॸॹॖе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж ϼ1,400(ϼ1,540)
Our choice pizza of the day (See blackboard)

煓瀌थটॳॸॽе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Today's Specials (See blackboard)

煓瀌थ८࣮ঌе꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж ϼ580(ϼ638)
Soup of the day (See blackboard)



慗Ꞷथ॥টঠ ϼ1,300(ϼ1,430)
Grilled Regional Chicken

ꏀ走य़ख़ঠ
Herb Oil

or

爁謈猹࣭ও८ॴ࣮ॾ2葕࣭ডগন
Yuzu Pepper / 2 Kinds of Mustard / Lemon



ঀচ࣮७࣮ঞনॾ罊
壻覱थ竔窒筣ऄ
Charcoal-grilled New Zealand lamb
তॠঁख़ ८ঌটন॥ঞক妦罏
WAKANUI Spring Lamb
ঀচ࣮७࣮ঞনॾथ灌ंी屄挶ढ斳宏潥粎ढिु
爫ꌱ姈थ꓿ࣻ粎走गईॉꌆरझ諙चख
蜫6ফ焯ꦉथ壻覱誰ञऐϒ
This lamb is approximately 6 months old,
raised only on highly nutritious pasture

from spring until early summer.

ঞকॶজॸঌ
Lamb Chops

壡瘾ॿনঅ࣮তনथঞকॶজॸঌद
1煓ंी堨明ढ竔窒ञ筣ऄ報उवऐϒ
ख़ॣট८थ覵庚ऎࣻँ抐ञँ帓ऎ報ःु堲ऌࣻϒ
1煓 ϼASK
Each piece of our most popular lamb chop is 
carefully grilled over charcoal. 
Please enjoy it with delicious British salt.
1 piece ¥ASK



粂ঐঐ誰थ鞋তख़ন箕駣श ϼ2,500(ϼ1,430)
Beef cheek braised in red wine



८এख़ন罊 ख़ট२隁 ϼASK
Spanish Iberico pork

ठॊइुॉꌆरझ諙चख焧꓿蝁थख़ট२隁द७জ࣮ॴट庣धृू
h����G���SG���G������ G����G��G������GˈBellottaˉU



嵪蹰脳罊 ख़গ隁 ϼASK
ˈImobutaˉ ˀ Chiba Prefecture Brand Pork

誰霑ϑ庚ϑ新宏橎ॉ鯴鎽ऎझ४ॹওख़গ塔槪थࣻहꊅॉ妦罏ऎखꌣ激ञϑ
एचआु諙झख隁दϑ瀏शϑ缿庚ϑꋏ庚ϑ२।ः捎ऄआ驼ࣻवऐϒ
2015梛ঔঞঃ堮嶁瀌煓ꍏञॽনॠॹढ妦罏
Carefully raised in farm, fed on qualified sweet potatoes - the Imobuta Pork is known for its rich flavor and 
sweetness. Imobuta Pork cutlet was served in Milano Expo 2015 Japan Pavilion.



ϫ꣹瘂庳粂४࣮ঢख़ন८ॻ࣮ॢϬ
[Japanese black beef sirloin steak]

з४࣮ঢख़ন ꅃꁴुः完चखऄस蝗ऻंड誰霑ϒ
औथ覵庚ऎऌंीϧ४࣮Ϩथ萗帞ः
छईीृखट鐧ॆृू鬏奴ϒ

*Sirloin ˀ Marbled, fine textured meat. 
The ����Gˈz��G����IG��G�������G����G���G������ .

A3ঞন।
A3 rank

A5ঞন। ϼASK
A5 rank

ϫ꣹瘂庳粂Ϭе罊慗࣭ঋঞনॾद꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻж
[Kuroge Wagyu - Japanese Black Beef] (See blackboard for details)

꣹罊ঋঞনॾ粂A5ঞন। ঢ࣮८ॽঈ࣮ঊ 100gࣹखुϼ1,500(ϼ1,650)
Black brand beef A5 rank roast beef per 100g

1尮ृंीथऋ眏澮ह沦ुवऐϒ
We accept orders from one slice.



ꝏथ२নঊक़ ϼ1,500(ϼ1,650)
Duck Confit
ঊঞন८嵾鎦慗濠股莌थ激縭ϑ奵硐थ盠謩ञ8灩龺ंईएचआु峇篘ऎ२নঊक़ढऎϑ
壼報उढ挽媛ॉॠটॸट筣ऄ報उझࣻवऐϒ
A traditional dish of South West France. Cooked slowly over gentle heat of oil; 
finish to fry the outside until crisp.



師葕०࣮ॢ ϼ550~(ϼ605~)
е६জ࣮०࣮८िुँ骟प堲ऌࣻж
Cakes (please choose from the display fridge)

瀓थँ迍सখঀচ࣮दϑ꣹熦ॉऋ鏎堲ऌࣻϒ師葕আ࣮ॻक़࣮ϑ雟ऎ尮ुडठ
ऋ墯薾ढ樃एझ॰ॸॻक़ন॥谛ऎवऐथञϑँ瘾餤ढऋ脟铮堲ऌࣻϒ

Please see the blackboard for our seasonal specials. Feel free to ask for party bookings or reservations. 
We are happy to offer services in accordance with your budget.

Їе ж宬द萵駣姈牣ञऐϒ*( ) prices include tax. 



ϫতডϬ [Poele]
尮ु飒ढऎख瀓थꗕꖁॉॠটॸट

筣ऄ報उॲ࣮८ट堧蟹ढँ帓ऎ報ःुआगऌࣻ
Enjoy the crispy grilled seasonal fresh piece of fish with sauce.

斊藧ढिचझϑꖁथ葕ꊅदऌवऍवञऐϒ
ॗনॽনञद痵瀌栩扛ढ鉳ऄ瀓थꗕꖁॉ

罊慗ढहऊगॆु壼完ृझࣻवऐϒ
We offer the various seasonal fish dishes at their best! Fish arrives directly 

from the market every day with our sharp focus on the area and its freshness.

ϫꏀ走筣ऄϬ [Herb-Roasted Fish]
瀓थꗕꖁॉ堧嵠塟ऋट࣮ঋटঀনঀ।य़ख़ঠञ

एचआुঢ࣮८ॽऎझ壼報उझࣻवऐϒ
Slow roasted whole fish with garlic oil and herbs.

ϫॗ।ॗআॸॹॗϬ [Acqua pazza]
瀓थꗕꖁॉ堧嵠塟ऋटॗ४টट癛ञ

箕गऎ壼報उञࣻवऐϒ
Fresh seasonal whole fish simmered in clam broth.

*ꗕꖁ激縭दꖁथ葕ꊅ巯壼完姈牣ः羗डूखस८ॴॸঊवञँ昲तआगऌࣻϒ

ϼ ASK

ϼ ASK

ϼ ASK



煷द巚骟ऎϑिु貖ࣻ煷ढिू覵庚ऎࣻ激縭थ混姂ॉ槪ःईझࣻवऐϒ
ॗনॽনदॉऎझ肭珿ढ梟ऒॉ歆एझꈩऄखࣻट橄चझࣻवऐϒ

菨खघथ覵庚ऎࣻ激縭ञࣹडखथ瀌ࠎॉ聹ऎझआगऌࣻ
We try to use carefully selected, high quality ingredients to serve delicious dishes.

It's our policy is to make customers happy through our food.
We hope that our delicious dishes to make your day comfortable.

堽罳ट瀌煓थꌆ煷ॉ妦चख瀓थ庚टꋏ庚ॉ捎尮ढ
We focus on natural flavors and tastes of seasonal ingredients from Japan and the world. 

ॗনॽনढदতख़নॲকটढ़ः2帴慏虴ϒ
ॲকটढ़शऑंी巚骟ऎख覵庚ऎࣻতख़নटॗনॽনथ覵庚ऎࣻ激縭ञँहझडऎϒ

ँ激縭ऻॶ࣮९टथ脟橎ह瘾餤ढऋ脟铮ऎझआगऌࣻϒ
Meet our sommeliers. Our two sommeliers will be happy to help you choose a wine. 

Enjoy the splendid wine with our delicious dishes. 
They can suggest wines that go particularly well with selected cheese.

滕榘४࣮ঈ८ऻॗনॽন८ॴॸঊढिूঅ࣮८ॼ࣮ॲন॥ञथँहझडऎडठϑ
珿ࠎड४࣮ঈ८ॉऋ罏欶ऎझࣻवऐϒ

壡澗ऻऋ墯薾蕰ϑठࣽकँ瘾餤ढऋ脟铮堲ऌࣻϒ
Feel free to ask the staff for Happy Birthday Song, photo shoots, 

party reservation and other services. 
We are happy to offer the services in accordance with your budget.

०࣮ॢथ葕ꊅहखआऌॊ巽ु淪ࣿझࣻवऐϒ
ँ洨घ桗ुथशथँ旉珿हँ瘾餤ढँ蓲घ旫ु堲ऌࣻϒ

We have many kinds of cakes for here or to take them home. 
Please feel welcome to drop around for a piece to take out if you are passing by.



ϫ堽罳थॶ࣮९थ脂ु帯ॆऒϬ
ॗনॽনञदख़ॴটॗॶ࣮९ढ羀वीऑϑऌवऍवड愤ंी巽ु旫ऒझࣻवऐϒ

ॴख़ঌह貙ࠎϒऔथववँछवशटऎझϑতख़নट帯ॆऒझϑ
वख२࣮ই࣮ऻ蜬赝ढहϒॶ࣮९थ舌长陱旳ड८ॴॸঊः

ࣹडखढफचखुथॶ࣮९ॉँ骟प谛ऎवऐϒ
Cheese is not only from Italy but also from various countries.
There are many types, as snack, as well as coffee and tea.
Our knowledgeable staff will recommend you the right one.

It will be remarkable an experience that should not be missed!!

1廨ंीऋ眏澮ॉ沦ुवऐϒ
We can take orders starting from 1 piece.


